COMFORT FROM THE INSIDE OUT

Deep-cushion comfort in a sleek design? Yes! Nucleus has taken tech to a new level with a slim, streamlined seating collection that keeps you relaxed, focused and productive. Choose between the ilira-stretch M4 mesh back or an upholstered suspension back. Coordinate the base, frame and arms to complement your surroundings. Nucleus is where cool and comfortable come together.

A. READY FOR ANY TASK
Pressure mapped seat contours and ergonomic back support help you tackle any activity, and the sophisticated design makes a statement in any environment.

B. GET COMFORTABLE ANYWHERE
Get a higher degree of comfort when using standing-height worksurfaces with Nucleus stools, which feature a fixed footring for lower body support.

C. BE OUR GUEST
Invite visitors to sit comfortably and stylishly, while maintaining a consistent aesthetic.

D. SO MANY CHOICES
An expanded selection of ilira-stretch M4 mesh colors gives you more control over the look of your Nucleus.

E. FIT AND FINISH
Choose fixed, height- and width-adjustable arms to customize your comfort, and select a Polished Aluminum or Black finish to get the look you want.

G. READY AND WAITING
Multi-purpose chairs stack four-high on the floor when not in use to maximize space.

For more information, visit hon.com/nucleus